The Education Staff of Women In Need is delighted to offer our Teen Dating Violence Prevention Program again this year for high school students in Hunt, Rains, and Rockwall counties. WIN's program has not changed fundamentally, however, we are thrilled to share that we have enriched the engagement level by adding additional media and new exciting activities that the students are sure to love!

We are looking forward to expanding our reach this year. We want to ensure that all students have the opportunity to hear this empowering program. Student surveys reveal that the program brought value to their lives through the content and conversations that the curriculum delivered. Our hope is that as we continue to exceed expectations in bringing awareness and teen dating violence education to these teens, they will continue to feel empowered to make healthy decisions and create boundaries for thriving relationships in their lives.

Please contact us and let us know what dates would work best for your schedule to share this program with your students and with any questions you may have about the curriculum. We look forward to working together with you to help the students under your care build the skills that lead to success in school and in life.

Sincerely,

Jeff Landers
jlanders@wintexas.org
972-772-3000